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  where colgpa is cumulative college grade point average, hsize is size of high 
school graduating class, in hundreds, hsperc is academic percentile in graduating 
class, sat is combined SAT score, female is a binary gender variable, and athlete is 
a binary variable, which is one for student-athletes. What are your expectations for 
the coefficients in this equation? Which ones are you unsure about?

(ii)  Estimate the equation in part (i) and report the results in the usual form. What is 
the estimated GPA differential between athletes and nonathletes? Is it statistically 
significant?

(iii)  Drop sat from the model and reestimate the equation. Now, what is the  estimated 
effect of being an athlete? Discuss why the estimate is different than that  obtained 
in part (ii).

(iv)  In the model from part (i), allow the effect of being an athlete to differ by gender 
and test the null hypothesis that there is no ceteris paribus difference between 
women athletes and women nonathletes.

(v) Does the effect of sat on colgpa differ by gender? Justify your answer.

 C5  In Problem 2 in Chapter 4, we added the return on the firm’s stock, ros, to a model 
 explaining CEO salary; ros turned out to be insignificant. Now, define a dummy 
 variable, rosneg, which is equal to one if ros � 0 and equal to zero if ros � 0. Use  
CEOSAL1.RAW to estimate the model

log(salary) � C0 � C1log(sales) � C2roe � C3rosneg � u.

Discuss the interpretation and statistical significance of  ̂  C� 3.

 C6 Use the data in SLEEP75.RAW for this exercise. The equation of interest is

sleep � C0 � C1totwrk � C2educ � C3age � C4age2 � C5yngkid � u.

(i)  Estimate this equation separately for men and women and report the results in the 
usual form. Are there notable differences in the two estimated equations?

(ii)  Compute the Chow test for equality of the parameters in the sleep equation for 
men and women. Use the form of the test that adds male and the interaction terms 
male�totwrk, …, male�yngkid and uses the full set of observations. What are the 
relevant df for the test? Should you reject the null at the 5% level?

(iii)  Now, allow for a different intercept for males and females and determine whether 
the interaction terms involving male are jointly significant.

(iv) Given the results from parts (ii) and (iii), what would be your final model?

 C7 Use the data in WAGE1.RAW for this exercise.
(i)  Use equation (7.18) to estimate the gender differential when educ � 12.5. 

 Compare this with the estimated differential when educ � 0.
(ii)  Run the regression used to obtain (7.18), but with female�(educ � 12.5)  replacing 

female�educ. How do you interpret the coefficient on female now?
(iii)  Is the coefficient on female in part (ii) statistically significant? Compare this with 

(7.18) and comment.

 C8  Use the data in LOANAPP.RAW for this exercise. The binary variable to be explained 
is approve, which is equal to one if a mortgage loan to an individual was approved. The 
key explanatory variable is white, a dummy variable equal to one if the applicant was 
white. The other applicants in the data set are black and Hispanic.
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 To test for discrimination in the mortgage loan market, a linear probability model 
can be used:

approve � C0 � C1white � other factors.

(i)  If there is discrimination against minorities, and the appropriate factors have been 
controlled for, what is the sign of C1?

(ii)   Regress approve on white and report the results in the usual form. Interpret the 
coefficient on white. Is it statistically significant? Is it practically large?

(iii)  As controls, add the variables hrat, obrat, loanprc, unem, male, married, dep, sch, 
cosign, chist, pubrec, mortlat1, mortlat2, and vr. What happens to the coefficient 
on white? Is there still evidence of discrimination against nonwhites?

(iv)  Now, allow the effect of race to interact with the variable measuring other obliga-
tions as a percentage of income (obrat). Is the interaction term significant?

(v)  Using the model from part (iv), what is the effect of being white on the probability 
of approval when obrat � 32, which is roughly the mean value in the sample? 
 Obtain a 95% confidence interval for this effect.

 C9  There has been much interest in whether the presence of 401(k) pension plans, available 
to many U.S. workers, increases net savings. The data set 401KSUBS.RAW contains 
information on net financial assets (nettfa), family income (inc), a binary variable for 
eligibility in a 401(k) plan (e401k), and several other variables.
(i)  What fraction of the families in the sample are eligible for participation in a 

401(k) plan?
(ii)  Estimate a linear probability model explaining 401(k) eligibility in terms of 

 income, age, and gender. Include income and age in quadratic form, and report  
the results in the usual form.

(iii)  Would you say that 401(k) eligibility is independent of income and age? What 
about gender? Explain.

(iv)  Obtain the fitted values from the linear probability model estimated in part (ii). 
Are any fitted values negative or greater than one?

(v)  Using the fitted values  ! e401ki    from part (iv), define ��e401ki ��1 if  !  e401k    � .5 and �401k � 0 if  !  e401k    � .5. Out of 9,275 families, how many are predicted to be 
 eligible for a 401(k) plan?

(vi)  For the 5,638 families not eligible for a 401(k), what percentage of these are pre-
dicted not to have a 401(k), using the predictor ��e401ki? For the 3,637 families 
eligible for a 401(k) plan, what percentage are predicted to have one? (It is helpful 
if your econometrics package has a “tabulate” command.)

(vii)  The overall percent correctly predicted is about 64.9%. Do you think this is a com-
plete description of how well the model does, given your answers in part (vi)?

(viii)  Add the variable pira as an explanatory variable to the linear probability model. 
Other things equal, if a family has someone with an individual retirement  account, 
how much higher is the estimated probability that the family is eligible for a 
401(k) plan? Is it statistically different from zero at the 10% level?

 C10 Use the data in NBASAL.RAW for this exercise.
(i)  Estimate a linear regression model relating points per game to experience in the 

league and position (guard, forward, or center). Include experience in quadratic 
form and use centers as the base group. Report the results in the usual form.
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(ii)  If you run the regression of y on x1, x
2
1, what will be the probability limit of the 

OLS estimator of the coefficient on x2
1? Explain.

(iii) Using substitution, show that we can write

y � (C0 � C2E0) � (C1 � C2E1)x1 � u  � C2r

   It can be shown that, if we define v � u  � C2r then E(v|x1) � 0, Var(v|x1) � T2 � C2
2 U

2.  
What consequences does this have for the t statistic on x2

1 from the regression in  
part (ii)?

(iv) What do you conclude about adding a nonlinear function of x1—in particular, 
x2

1—in an attempt to detect omission of x2?

 9  Suppose that log(y) follows a linear model with a linear form of heteroskedasticity. We 
write this as

log(y) � C0 � xC � u

u |x ~ Normal(0,h (x)),

  so that, conditional on x, u  has a normal distribution with mean (and median) zero but 
with variance h (x) that depends on x. Because Med(u |x) � 0, equation (9.48) holds: 
Med(y|x) � exp(C0 � xC). Further, using an extension of the result from Chapter 6, it 
can be shown that 

 E(y|x) � exp[C0 � xC � h (x)/2].

(i) Given that h (x) can be any positive function, is it possible to conclude ∂E(y|x)/∂xj 
is the same sign as Cj?

(ii) Suppose h (x) � E0 � xE (and ignore the problem that linear functions are not 
 necessarily always positive). Show that a particular variable, say x1, can have a 
negative effect on Med(y|x) but a positive effect on E(y|x).

(iii) Consider the case covered in Section 6.4, where h (x) � T2. How would you  predict 
y using an estimate of E(y|x)? How would you predict y using an estimate of 
Med(y|x)? Which prediction is always larger?

Computer Exercises
 C1 (i)  Apply RESET from equation (9.3) to the model estimated in Computer  Exercise C5 

in Chapter 7. Is there evidence of functional form misspecification in the equation?
(ii)  Compute a heteroskedasticity-robust form of RESET. Does your conclusion from 

part (i) change?

 C2 Use the data set WAGE2.RAW for this exercise.
(i)  Use the variable KWW (the “knowledge of the world of work” test score) as a 

proxy for ability in place of IQ in Example 9.3. What is the estimated return to 
education in this case?

(ii)  Now, use IQ and KWW together as proxy variables. What happens to the esti-
mated return to education?

(iii)  In part (ii), are IQ and KWW individually significant? Are they jointly significant?



3.	OLS	e	PROBIT	
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each student chose to attend, high school performance, family income, financial aid of-
fered, race, and geographic variables. Someone says to you, “Any analysis of that data will 
lead to biased results because it is not a random sample of all college applicants, but only 
those who apply to this university.” What do you think of this criticism?

Computer Exercises
 C1 Use the data in PNTSPRD.RAW for this exercise.

(i)  The variable favwin is a binary variable if the team favored by the Las Vegas  
point spread wins. A linear probability model to estimate the probability that the 
favored team wins is

P( favwin � 1Uspread ) � C0 � C1spread.

 Explain why, if the spread incorporates all relevant information, we expect C0 � .5.
(ii)  Estimate the model from part (i) by OLS. Test H0: C0 � .5 against a two-sided 

 alternative. Use both the usual and heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors.
(iii)  Is spread statistically significant? What is the estimated probability that the 

 favored team wins when spread � 10?
(iv)  Now, estimate a probit model for P( favwin � 1Uspread ). Interpret and test the null 

hypothesis that the intercept is zero. [Hint: Remember that &(0) � .5.]
(v)  Use the probit model to estimate the probability that the favored team wins when 

spread � 10. Compare this with the LPM estimate from part (iii).
(vi)  Add the variables favhome, fav25 , and und25  to the probit model and test joint sig-

nificance of these variables using the likelihood ratio test. (How many df are in the 
chi-square distribution?) Interpret this result, focusing on the question of whether 
the spread incorporates all observable information prior to a game.

 C2  Use the data in LOANAPP.RAW for this exercise; see also Computer Exercise C8 in 
Chapter 7.
(i)  Estimate a probit model of approve on white. Find the estimated probability of 

loan approval for both whites and nonwhites. How do these compare with the 
 linear probability estimates?

(ii)  Now, add the variables hrat, obrat, loanprc, unem, male, married, dep, sch, 
 cosign, chist, pubrec, mortlat1 , mortlat2, and vr to the probit model. Is there 
 statistically significant evidence of discrimination against nonwhites?

(iii)  Estimate the model from part (ii) by logit. Compare the coefficient on white to the 
probit estimate.

(iv)  Use equation (17.17) to estimate the sizes of the discrimination effects for probit 
and logit.

 C3 Use the data in FRINGE.RAW for this exercise.
(i)  For what percentage of the workers in the sample is pension equal to zero? What 

is the range of pension for workers with nonzero pension benefits? Why is a Tobit 
model appropriate for modeling pension?

(ii)  Estimate a Tobit model explaining pension in terms of exper, age, tenure, educ, 
depends, married, white, and male. Do whites and males have statistically signifi-
cant higher expected pension benefits?
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